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Abstract: In thispaper,wepresentanovelmethod topredictBitcoinpricemovementutilizing inverse reinforce-
ment learning (IRL) and agent-based modeling (ABM). Our approach consists of predicting the price through
reproducing synthetic yet realistic behaviors of rational agents in a simulatedmarket, instead of estimating re-
lationships between the price and price-related factors. IRL provides a systematic way to find the behavioral
rules of each agent from Blockchain data by framing the trading behavior estimation as a problem of recover-
ingmotivations fromobserved behavior and generating rules consistentwith thesemotivations. Once the rules
are recovered, anagent-basedmodel createshypothetical interactionsbetween the recoveredbehavioral rules,
discovering equilibrium prices as emergent features throughmatching the supply and demand of Bitcoin. One
distinct aspect of our approach with ABM is that while conventional approaches manually design individual
rules, our agents’ rules are channeled from IRL. Our experimental results show that the proposed method can
predict short-termmarket price while outlining overall market trend.
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Introduction

1.1 Agent-basedmodels (ABMs) use a bottom-up approach to discover complex, aggregate-level properties. These
properties emerge from individual agent behaviors and interactions within their environment. Thus, once in-
dividual behavioral rules of Bitcoin trading are formulated, an ABM can generate an emerging aggregate phe-
nomenon, such asmarket price, from the possibly non-linear interactions of those rules. Unfortunately, discov-
ering these rules can be challenging and potentially require deep insight and domain knowledge.

1.2 We utilize inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) as a method for obtaining individual rules for an ABM directly
from data. Conventional statistical analysis of trading behaviors or market behaviors mainly evaluates the im-
pact of independent actions on the target events. However, we exploit Markov decision processes (MDPs) to
model the long-term process of trading Bitcoin, and then estimate a generalizable trading rule for each agent
assuming an action has a long-term consequence, and each agent tries to maximize their long-term rewards.

1.3 With the combinationof IRL&ABM, initially proposedby Lee et al. (2017), we first generate synthetic but realistic
Bitcoin trading rules and, then, find daily prices resulting from the interactions. Through an experiment, we
show that themethod provides rich but concisemarket behavioral rules for agents while predicting aggregate-
levelmarket price. The contributionof this paper is todemonstrate that the combinationof individually learned
rules andmacro-level simulations can provide a new option for market prediction and policy experiments.

1.4 In Section 2 we review the background of cryptocurrency, IRL, and related research. In Section 3, we present
the details of the proposedmethod. Section 4 presents an experiment and results using the proposedmethod
on nine 3-month periods of the Bitcoin market. In Section 5 we discuss the challenges of the method, and we
conclude the paper by highlighting areas of future research in Section 6.
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Background and RelatedWork

Cryptocurrency and blockchain

2.1 Blockchain first came into existence in 2009 as a result of the seminal paper, "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic
Cash System" published under the pseudonym "Satoshi Nakamoto" (Nakamoto 2008). The proposition of the
paper was simple: to create a distributed public ledger upon which everybody could participate and interact
to maintain a record of transactions, removing the necessity of any third party intermediary. Essentially, the
paper proposed a way of transacting currency without the need for a bank or central body to govern or dictate
the flow of assets in a secure and distributed way.

2.2 The Bitcoin blockchain is secured thanks to cryptography, and as a result, it is nearly impossible to steal or take
an individual’s Bitcoins. Bitcoin is able to secure itself using a network of what are called "miners" who search
for what are called "blocks" of Bitcoin using a large array of computers competitively validating the integrity of
transactions and in turn getting rewardedwith newlyminted Bitcoin. All of Bitcoin’s transaction history is avail-
able on the public blockchain, including every transaction ever made since its genesis block and will continue
to exist for as long as the network remains operational and at least one copy of it exists. A Bitcoin transaction
consists of input addresses, input amounts, output addresses, and output amounts. The transactions form
blocks, and then the verified blocks are linked to a continuously growing list of the chain.

2.3 Themost noticeable characteristic of Bitcoin at themoment is its price fluctuations. The price skyrocketed from
$690/BTC to $19,340/BTC in one year, while experiencing large amounts of volatility throughout the period.
However, nothing is clear about what causes this high volatility since it is almost completely anonymous and
traded without borders. As Bitcoin continues to generate more interest around the world as a result of its price
phenomenon, it will becomemore important to make sense of its chaotic price movements.

Research on cryptocurrencymarket

2.4 One of the major approaches regarding cryptocurrency price predictions involves user-sentiment monitoring
through comment analysis of online cryptocurrency communities. The comment analysis studyultimately con-
cluded that more qualitative selection criteria are needed to build a prediction model (Kim et al. 2016). In an-
other vein, Kristoufek (2015) utilized Wavlet Coherence Analysis to determine that while Bitcoin contains stan-
dard financial asset characteristics, there exists speculative properties that determine its price. Also, new time-
series analysis frameworks have been proposed using cryptocurrency data. Amjad & Shah (2017) framed the
prediction as a ternary-state classification problem, and Jang & Lee (2017) utilized Bayesian neural networks.

2.5 ABM has also been used in cryptocurrency research to model complex systems that consist of heterogeneous,
autonomous agents who interact with each other and the environment. Cocco & Marchesi (2016) presented
an agent-based artificial market model of the Bitcoin mining process and the Bitcoin transactions. The main
result of the authors’ model is that it e�ectively reproduces the unit-root property of the price series, the fat tail
phenomenon, the volatility clustering of the price returns, the generation of Bitcoins, the hashing capability,
the power consumption, and the hardware and electricity expenses incurred byminers. The authors were able
to demonstrate that an artificial financial market model can reproduce the stylized facts of the Bitcoin market.

2.6 Most of the machine learning-based methods, including the aforementioned studies, have focused on identi-
fying relationships between Bitcoin price and price-related factors without considering themost unambiguous
actors of the system: Bitcoin users and traders. We believe that starting from the fundamental actors of the sys-
tem can revealmore realistic emergent features and provide amore expandablemodel than previousmethods
that are restricted to onlymacro phenomena. At the same time, unlikemost ABMmodels, our approach gener-
ates agent behaviors directly from transaction data, which are publicly available in the cryptocurrencymarket.
Our contribution is that we propose a new groundwork for market simulation while there currently exists no
outstanding research that presents a prediction benchmark in this young, highly volatile market.

Inverse reinforcement learning

2.7 Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) (Russell 1998) is a problem within the reinforcement learning framework
based onMarkov decision processes (MDPs), which is a common probabilistic model with sequential decisions
and rewards. Formally, an MDP is represented as a five-tuple (S, A, P·(· , · ), R(· , · ), γ) where S is the set of
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discrete states, A is the set of discrete actions, Pa(s, s′) is the probability of moving from state s to s′ a�er
taking action a,R(s, a) is the scalar reward for taking action a in s, and γ is the reward discount factor. An IRL
problemassumes that the rewardR is not known and tries to find it that explains observed trajectories of (s, a)
pairs and determine the associated optimal policy.

2.8 Specifically, a policy π : S × A → [0, 1] is defined as a set of probabilities of choosing action a ∈ A at state
s ∈ S, and then we can compute the value of the cumulative reward v =

∑T
t=1 γ

trt, where t denotes the time
for each step along the trajectory. For each state s ∈ S, the expectation of the cumulative reward under the
policy π can be computed as follows:

V π(s) = E
[ ∞∑
t=1

γtrt|s0 = s, π
]
.

The optimal policy for an MDP is a policy π∗ that satisfies V π
∗
(s) ≥ V π(s) for all state s and for all policy π.

2.9 Several IRLalgorithmshavebeenproposedso far including: Ng&Russell (2000)algorithmusing linearprogram-
ming, Abbeel & Ng (2004) using quadratic programming, and Ramachandran & Amir (2007) formulating the IRL
problem in a Bayesian framework. Other examples include Ziebart et al. (2008) proposing to solve the problem
utilizing the Maximum Entropy principle, Dvijotham & Todorov (2010) proposing an IRL algorithm called OptV
within the framework of linearly solvable MDPs, and Qiao & Beling (2011) and Levine et al. (2011) embracing
non-linearity in rewards with Gaussian Process.

2.10 Among the IRLalgorithms,weutilize theOptValgorithmbecauseof its speedande�iciency. The speed is critical
for our method since wemodel hundreds of IRL agents to generate aggregated behaviors in an ABM simulated
market. In the OptV formulation, the optimal policy π∗(s) is parameterized by the desirability function z(s) =
exp(−v(s))where v(s) is the optimal value function. Then the inference is made by maximum likelihood with
the negative log-likelihood

L[z(·)] = −
∑
n

logz(s′n) +
∑
n

log
∑
s′

p(s′|sn)z(s′),

where n refers to a discrete step in a trajectory. By writingL in terms of v, we have

L[v(·)] =
∑
n

v(s′n) +
∑
n

log
∑
s′

p(s′|sn)exp(−v(s′)),

which reduces the IRLproblem tounconstrained convexoptimizationof aneasily-computed function. Weapply
L-BFGSmethod with back-tracking linesearch to solve the optimization problem.

Proposed Method

3.1 Our method begins with Bitcoin blockchain data for individual users’ transactions and ends with price estima-
tion generated by an ABM. Themethod is summarized graphically in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Methoddiagram illustrating theprogression fromobservationaldata toaggregatebehaviors generated
by an ABM.

3.2 We try to recover the behaviors of each agent from its sequential transactions using an IRL algorithm. We then
build an ABM that represents a hypothetical Bitcoin market. Since the market has well-defined interactions,
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and the supply and demand of themarket can be inferred directly from the behavioral rules recovered from the
IRL, the ABM is expected to play out over time to predict the future equilibriumprices, at least for a short period
of time.

3.3 Specifically, the method consists of four steps (numbered 1-4 in Figure 1).

1. Identify major agents by address linking

2. Model IRL for major agents’ behavioral rules

3. Construct ABM for Bitcoin supply/demand

4. Predict equilibrium prices for future dates

Identify major agents by address linking

3.4 As of Aug. 2017, there are 388million addresses on the Bitcoin Blockchain. Since typical users havemultiple Bit-
coin addresses and the transactions are anonymous, it is necessary to group addresses that are controlled by a
single entity. This process is called address linking, which itself is an ongoing topic in cryptocurrency research.
On this front, we use a method implemented by Kalodner et al. (2017). The heuristics used in this implemen-
tation include (1) input addresses used in the same transaction are controlled by the same entity (except for
CoinJoin transactions), and (2) change addresses are not reused.

3.5 There are 145 million entities (clusters of addresses) identified by the method stated above. Since our model
recognizes each entity as an agent, it is simply impossible to run an IRL algorithm for all entities due to its large
size. We analyzed the market transaction volume, which reveals that a very small number of agents take up a
dominating portion of the whole market. For example, only 18,174 agents make up 65% of the whole market
transaction amounts during Jan. 2017 - Jul. 2017. When counting only agents who had more than 30 transac-
tions during the period, only 2,286 agents make up 65% of the counted transaction volume. The shade in the
plot below shows agents taking up 90% of market transactions to get a sense of the number of major agents.

Figure 2: Sorted Bitcoin users by net transaction amount (sum of net absolute transactions) in 2017. 722,100
entities take up 90% of the total market transactions. Almost half of entities have net transaction of 0.

Model IRL for major agents’ behavioral rules

3.6 An IRL algorithm solves for reward function (R) with MDP\R which consists of states, actions, and transition
probabilities. With R recovered, we can solve the completed MDP and find an optimal behavioral policy with
value iteration. We assume that each agent has its own MDP\R since trading volume is considerably di�erent
from agent to agent. Daily transactions of each agent are fed into an IRL algorithm as an observed trajectory of
(s, a) pairs. The results of our IRL approach are the (presumably) optimal actions for each state in a given MDP.

3.7 A state is defined by four variables: BTC price (BP ), di�erence between BTC price and moving average of the
price (PM ), BTC value possessed (V P ), and BTC value realized (V R). All values are measured as a daily value
based on Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). An agent action (A) is the net amount of BTC spent on a day. A
negative value of action means an agent has net receiving amount on that day. Those variables should be dis-
cretized to define discrete states for IRL. In our formulation, the reward discount factor (γ) of the IRL represents
a preference for immediate rewards considering market uncertainty and internal rate of return (IRR) of Bitcoin
users. The γ is set to 0.9 throughout the method.
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3.8 Transition probabilities is projected by assuming that daily BTC price change (D) follows a normal distribution.
Any combination of changes in state variables can be calculated by the probability distribution of the price
di�erence since all of the four state variables can be expressed by the daily BTC price change as follows.

BPt = BPt−1 +Dt

PMt =
m− 1

m
× (PMt−1 +Dt)

V Pt =

(
V Pt−1
BPt−1

−At−1
)
×BPt

V Rt = V Rt−1 +At−1 ×BPt−1,

where t is index for day andm is the length of moving average period. For example, the probability density of
changing fromBP1 toBP2 controlling for other variables can be simply determined by normal pdf f(D2|µ, σ)
once µ and σ has been estimated from historical price data.

Construct ABM for bitcoin supply and demand

3.9 In order to represent market interactions, we construct a hypothetical order book. Assuming that at a given
price level, each agent has its own level of receiving/spending amount that maximizes its long-term goal. The
order bookprovides an e�icientway to find the equilibriumprice among theparticipants. Figure 3below shows
the aggregated receiving orders and spending orders of all agents.

Hypothetical Order Book
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Figure 3: Receiving and spending orders aggregated by price levels at a moment

3.10 Specifically, it is assumed that agents whose action probability recovered by IRL is greater than .5 are the ones
that participate in the market (if two actions have the equal probability, the average of the two actions was
used). All participants are assumed to send either a buy order or a sell order with a specific amount. Then,
hypothetical transactions are executed at the current price level. When receiving orders or spending orders are
le� a�er the executions, the price goes up or down, respectively. If there are only a small number of market
participants le�, it is assumed that an equilibrium price for the day has been reached. The following figure
illustrates how an equilibrium price is found on a given day.

Aggregated Transaction Policies
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(a) Aggregate actions
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(b) Execute transactions
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(c) Aggregate actions
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(d) Execute transactions

Figure 4: Illustration of finding an equilibriumprice. Repeat aggregating actions of active agents at current price
and executing the transactions.

3.11 The following algorithm delineates the procedure on a given day.

1. First, we set all agents in the simulated market to active, and if there are more than a pre-determined
number of agents active in our simulated market we update the BTC moving average, value possessed,
and value realized according to the base price while determining a current state and associated action.
We then set the action for the agent.
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2. Second, based on an agents action as a spender or receiver we determine market equilibrium bymatch-
ing spenders with receivers until active agents fall below a certain threshold and we reach market equi-
librium.

3. Lastly, if there is a disequilibrium of spenders and receivers, we adjust the equilibrium price accordingly.

Algorithm 1: Procedure for finding equilibrium price on a day
input : Behavioral policy (π) for each agent and BTC price of previous day (pprev)
output: Daily equilibrium price (pcurr)

1 pcurr ← pprev
2 set all agents as active
3 while there are more than n active agents do
4 foreach agent i do
5 update BTC MA, BTC value possessed, and BTC value realized according to pcurr
6 determine current state (si) and associated action (πi(si))
7 set actionAi ← πi(si)

8 end
9 Spenders← agents withA > 0
10 Receivers← agents withA < 0
11 set agents withA = 0 as inactive
12 if Spenders 6= ∅ and Receivers 6= ∅ then
13 randomly pair up spending agent and receiving agent
14 foreach pair of spender j and receiver k do
15 if Aj < Ak then
16 Ak ← Ak −Aj
17 set agent j as inactive
18 else
19 Aj ← Aj −Ak
20 set agent k as inactive
21 end
22 end
23 else if Spenders= ∅ and Receivers 6= ∅ then
24 pcurr ← pcurr + 1
25 else if Spenders 6= ∅ and Receivers= ∅ then
26 pcurr ← pcurr − 1
27 else
28 break
29 end
30 end

Predict equilibrium prices for future dates

3.12 Onceanequilibriumpricehasbeen foundonagivenday, theprice canplayas thenextday’s basepriceonwhich
agents determine their states and associated policies. Thus, the simulation is able to play out for any period of
days. Thus, the series of equilibrium prices generated in the simulation is considered prediction prices. While
the prediction period is unbounded, the simulation may part ways from the real market trends a�er several
rounds because the cumulative BTC value possessed and BTC value realized by each agent can be di�erent
from the real entity even though the predicted price is similar to the real market price.

Experiment and Results

4.1 In order to test diverse market conditions, we performed 9 experiments with the proposedmethod on training
data containing di�erent 3-month periods of real Bitcoin transactions ranging fromSep. 2016 to Jul. 2017. Each
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experiment consists of 100 simulations startingwith the same conditions of the last day of training periods. The
purpose of the simulation is to obtain percentages of correct directional prediction. A set of 100 simulations
gives consistent results when testing multiple trials. The experiments generate equilibrium prices for 12 days,
and these prices are compared with the real market prices within the same period.

Dataset

4.2 Bitcoin blockchain data was aggregated by summing transaction amounts to generate daily net spent amount
by each agent. Training datasetswere created for nine 3-month periods starting fromSeptember 2016. We used
the blockchain data of July 2017 and before to exclude the e�ect of the hard fork that took place in August 2017.
We selected major users that take up 30% of the total market transaction volume. Users who had less than 30
transactions were excluded for training. Both state and action spaces are uniformly discretized for MDP\R by
dividing the state space into 50,000 states, 50 for BTC price, 10 for 10-day moving average gap, 10 for BTC value
possessed (V P ), and 10 for BTC value realized (V R). The last price of the training period is set in the middle of
the BTC price range to prevent any bias in either direction. The BTC price range is

from : -max(maximum BTC price - last training price, last training price - minimum BTC price)
to : max(maximum BTC price - last training price, last training price - minimum BTC price).

The transition probabilities are projected individually based on this BTC price range with discretized V P and
V R. The action space is divided into 100 net spending levels, ranging

from : − |minimum net spending| + |maximum net spending|
2

to :
|minimum net spending| + |maximum net spending|

2
.

Themaximum andminimum value weremeasured during the training period. The following table summarizes
the information of training datasets.

Training period Major agents (count) Last price ($/BTC) BTC price range ($/BTC)

2016.09 - 2016.11 235 742.0 571 - 912
2016.10 - 2016.12 293 968.2 609 - 1327
2016.11 - 2017.01 321 967.7 687 - 1247
2016.12 - 2017.02 346 1190.9 750 - 1631
2017.01 - 2017.03 295 1079.7 775 - 1383
2017.02 - 2017.04 253 1348.0 935 - 1760
2017.03 - 2017.05 260 2330.2 935 - 3724
2017.04 - 2017.05 272 2500.0 1089 - 3910
2017.05 - 2017.07 219 2873.8 1402 - 4345

Table 1: Summary of training datasets.

Simulation and validation

4.3 Even though we have the exact same behavioral rules for our agents, the market price is determined by how
supply and demand are paired. If the market always matches the biggest supply and the biggest demand, the
result should be deterministic. However, for a more realistic simulation, we try random matching where the
probability of execution is in proportion to the volume. We performed 100 simulations for each of nine periods.
The simulation ignored actions of less than 10 BTC, which is usually less than 0.01% of total daily transaction
volume. The procedure for finding equilibrium price stops when there are less than 30 active agents le� to
prevent wavering prices by the last few agents on a day. There are inevitable parameters to model the market
with the significantly small number of agents compared to the real market.

4.4 Figure 5 below show the 12-day prediction result of the simulations. Because the predicted prices tend to pre-
cede the realmarket prices, the real prices of 10more days are displayed for a comparative purpose. Since there
is no comparable method that utilizes individual data in addition to time-series data, univariate ARIMA model
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predictions are presented as a baseline, which is most frequently used for time series only data. The price data
are clearly non-stationary, and thus we take a first di�erence of the data for the ARIMA model. The first di�er-
encing is compatible with the previous assumption for the transition probability projection. AR and MA orders
are chosen with the smallest AIC for each experiment.
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Figure 5: Bitcoin Price of threemonths periodwith 12-day future prediction and historical price. The dotted line
shows the price of the last day of training to visualize the direction of predicted price.

4.5 Table 2 shows the percentages of correct predicted direction (up/down) compared to the price of the last train-
ing day. The first half of the predictive period tends to be less correct since it does not capture blips of the
market prices. However, the prediction rate of the following half-period is almost 80% with the maximum of
85.9% on the 12th day. The prediction rates start to drop a�er 12 days suggesting that the simulation develops
its own direction rather than reflecting the market trend.

4.6 The percentage does not represent the accuracy of the prediction. Sometimes, the disparity between the real
price and predicted price can be big even though the predicted direction is correct. The predicted prices gen-
erated from the simulation model tend to follow the future course of price direction, not necessarily reflecting
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immediate fluctuation.

Training Period Prediction Period
day1 day2 day3 day4 day5 day6 day7 day8 day9 day10 day11 day12

2016.09-2016.11 99% 77% 93% 77% 95% 97% 96% 95% 96% 94% 97% 98%
2016.10-2016.12 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99% 99%
2016.11-2017.01 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
2016.12-2017.02 13% 41% 48% 55% 80% 78% 74% 29% 72% 28% 35% 72%
2017.01-2017.03 100% 96% 100% 100% 100% 97% 92% 88% 93% 91% 90% 82%
2017.02-2017.04 0% 47% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
2017.03-2017.05 8% 66% 78% 52% 54% 63% 71% 74% 70% 66% 69% 60%
2017.04-2017.06 71% 9% 17% 16% 13% 17% 16% 20% 21% 75% 70% 65%
2017.05-2017.07 68% 16% 8% 91% 92% 97% 95% 93% 93% 92% 94% 97%

Average 51% 50.2% 60.4% 65.7% 70.4% 83.2% 82.7% 77.7% 82.8% 82.9% 83.8% 85.9%
ARIMA prediction rate 33.3% 55.6% 55.6% 44.4% 44.4% 33.3% 44.4% 55.6% 44.4% 44.4% 44.4% 33.3%

Table 2: Percentages of correct directional prediction for the proposed method out of 100 simulations and
ARIMA out of 9 experiments. The shade emphasizes prediction periods with 70% or more correct prediction
rate.

Sensitivity analysis

4.7 There are notmanymodel parameters since the behavioral rules of agents are generated by IRL. Two arbitrarily
chosen parameters in the previous sectionwere (1)minimum transaction amount deciding active agent and (2)
minimum number of agents deciding equilibrium price.

4.8 We now test these parameters to make sure that they do not a�ect the result. As shown in Figure 6 below, the
minimum transaction amount has a negligible e�ect on the result. When the minimum number of agents in
the market is set to 40 (around 18% of total market participants), the simulation seems to stop running before
reaching the equilibrium. When the minimum number of agents is too small, however, the equilibrium price
tends to be influenced by the last few remaining agents.
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(b) Minimum transaction 10 BTC
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(c) Minimum transaction 100 BTC
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(d) Minimum agents 20
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(e) Minimum agents 30
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Figure 6: Sensitivity analysis of minimum transaction amount (a-c) andminimum number of agents (d-f).
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4.9 It is worth noting that there is an important parameter that is latent in the IRL state variables: moving average
day (m). Since a moving average (MA) smooths out price overm days, it provides a linear trend of the price.
We found that m was sensitive to the individual behaviors and thus the following results. When m is small,
it does not to provide much additional information since MA acts like price itself. Whenm is large, it lags the
price and does not represent timely decisions of individual users. Since we target 8-12 day, short andmid-term
predictions, we decided 10 to be an appropriate value form.

Discussion

5.1 Considering that the market price is the result of interactions of market participants, the reasoning behind our
method is straightforward compared to other traditional methods that try to find price movement regularity
or secondary correlation between the price and external information. Since our method first builds the mar-
ket itself with individual participants, we can even trace back the causal chain from the market price to the
individuals. Moreover, the use of IRL provides a systematic way to generalize market participants’ behaviors.
Since a state-basedmarket model has multitudinous combinations of state variables, it is necessary to project
observed behaviors to unobserved states. IRL is an e�icient tool for generating behavioral rules in unseen situ-
ations (generalization) or even in di�erent model dynamics (transferability). The experimental results indicate
that the proposedmethod could be an e�ective, new prediction method in the Bitcoin market.

5.2 However, several limitations remain. First, our simulations fall short of being able to model a large enough
number of agents to simulatemore exact real-world scenarios, as one requires toomuch computational power
necessary to run these simulations. We could not perform sensitivity analysis with the number of agents for
the same reason. For more accurate simulations, there should be either a faster IRL algorithm or a method to
select influential agents. Currently, we only exclude agents with less than 30 transactions, since less than 30
transactions are hard to constitute sequential decisions that are necessary for the IRL method.

5.3 A second limitation is that cryptocurrency markets are continually active on a global scale, thus discretizing a
day based onUTC is arbitrary. This arbitrarinessmay result in poor IRLmodels for some agents and, as a result,
a less accurate ABMmodel. If we can identify each agent’s time zone, we will be able to assign individual time
zones. Using a smaller time scale could be another way to circumvent this limitation. Another obstacle we face
using this method is that testing multiple parameters in the ABM is not easy since almost all parameters are
embedded in the IRLmodels. This could result in neglecting some important variables in the predictionmodel.

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 In this paper, weproposed amethod for generating synthetic Bitcoin transactions andpredictingmarket prices.
We were able to predict short-term Bitcoin price movements by utilizing the motivation-based approach to
recover not only exhibited behavioral rules but also unobserved rules rooted in the agents’ motivations. Our
results showed a greater than 80% directional predictive accuracy on average a�er a prediction period of six
days. From day 6 to day 12 we encountered our strongest predictive accuracy, displaying our model’s fortitude
in predicting short andmid-term price movements in the Bitcoin market.

6.2 Our result does not imply that the proposed method outperforms other prediction techniques. The baseline
experiment is far from the best e�ort, and the directional prediction rate is not a fair metric since it cannot
measure comparative accuracy and precision of the result. Thus, a follow-up study is necessary in order to
show our model’s comparative performance. Since it is not fair to simply compare the results from di�erent
datasets and di�erent time frames, the combination of algorithm and dataset should be considered, such as a
comparison between IRL+ABMwith individual data and othermachine learningmethods withmacroeconomic
data.

6.3 Once the supply and demand are constructed with ABM, it can be easily expanded to other market behaviors
such as price spread, volatility, and trading volume. This expansion can be considered as potential future re-
search, as well as comprehensive validations, since almost all market phenomena can be explained by supply
and demand behaviors. Another idea would be understanding market cycles in bear vs. bull trends and how
our agents behave during these scenarios. Comparingmarketmovement before and a�er the Segwit hard fork
would be an interesting topic as well.

6.4 On themethodology side, we believe that the combinationmethod of IRL and ABM is applicable tomuchmore
diverse domains, possibly all areas where ABM is used. By recovering individual rules from data with IRL, this
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approach can systematically and even automatically build an ABM. In addition, imitation learning is not limited
to IRL, and there are a number of techniques that can model behavioral rules from data. One promising future
work is applying generative adversarial networks (GANs) in combinationwith ABM for constructing a predictive
model.
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